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The book is a comprehensive and authoritative exposition of
Forensic Medicine and Toxicology. It provides precise and
useful information on relevant legal provisions and forensic
anatomy, and promotes interdisciplinary understanding of
issues where law an medicine converge. The text is oriented
towards the practical problems ncountered during day-to-day
medicollegal work. About the Author : - Krishnan Vij, MD,
L.L.B. is Professor and Head, Department of Forensic
Medicine and Toxicology, Government Medical College &
Hospital, Chandigarh, India.
Comprehensive guide to forensic medicine and toxicology,
with almost 1000 images and illustrations.
This is a thoroughly revised, updated and enlarged
edition of the popular student-friendly textbook on
the subject. Now in full colour, with the addition of a
large number of colour pictures and introduction of
new literature on the concerned law as well as toxic
agents, it is the favourite textbook for MBBS
students, as well as a handy reference for the
professionals in FMT.
Elements of Hygiene and Public Health: For the Use
of Medical Students and Practitioners, Second
Edition explores India’s hygiene and public health
status. This book is composed of 24 chapters. The
first four chapters deal with the elements of hygiene,
including water, air, ventilation, heating, and cooling.
The subsequent chapters discuss industrial hygiene,
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occupational diseases, offensive trades, hospitals,
school hygiene, and some infectious diseases.
These topics are followed by surveys of other
elements of hygiene and public health, such as food,
refuse disposal, and personal hygiene. The
remaining chapters tackle the issue of village
sanitation, sanitary arrangements for fairs, the chief
cause of the spread of cholera in Northern India, and
the measures recommended for famine and
segregation. This book will prove useful to medical
practitioners, sanitary inspectors, health personnel,
and medical students.
Considering general philosophical and theoretical questions
about the nature, purpose and operation of law as a whole,
this book introduces students to contemporary debates in
jurisprudence and encourages them to think in a theoretical
and critical way about the nature of law, legal reasoning and
adjudication. Discussing wider issues of morality, politics and
society with reference to legal cases and examples, it
provides as broad a perspective on the law as possible. Key
features of this textbook include: introductions to each
chapter analysis of how jurisprudential issues can arise in
everyday life a wide range of cases to ground the theoretical
discussion in-depth discussion of the relationship of law to
force, morality and politics, as well as of rights, justice and
feminist jurisprudence. The text provides a concise treatment
of all the major topics typically covered in an undergraduate
course on jurisprudence and succinctly explains the
arguments for and against the different approaches to the
issues that are raised.
Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology for India covers some
essential details and practical aspects of medical
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jurisprudence and toxicology. This book is organized into two
part encompassing 34 chapters. The opening chapters of
Part I deal with legal procedure in criminal courts, physical
evidence of the crime, autopsy, exhumation, and some
medico-legal practices. Considerable chapters are devoted to
other aspects of legal medicine, including determination of
death causation, legitimacy of evidence, incident of rape and
unnatural offenses, miscarriage, infanticide, insanity, and the
privileges of medical men. Part II focuses on the toxicological
aspects. This part emphasizes the medico-legal aspects of
some classes of poisons, such as corrosive, irritant, neurotic,
cerebral, spinal, cardiac, and peripheral poisons. This book
will prove useful to medical college students.
The book is intended for the undergraduate &
postgraduate students of Forensic Medicine &
Toxicology
A Textbook of Medical Jurisprudence and
Toxicology, Sixth Edition discusses medico-legal
points concerning the different causes of death,
examination of evidence, and crimes that merit
medical attention and advice. The author reviews the
legal procedures in criminal courts of medical
jurisprudence, including the inquest procedures, the
difficulties encountered in detecting crime, medical
evidence, rules for presenting evidence, and the
powers of criminal courts. The post-mortem
examination concerns the external and internal
examination of the deceased to establish identity (if
unknown), to determine time and cause of death.
Under the written orders of the court, an exhumation
can take place when suspicions of foul play arises
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after death. The author discusses death in terms of
somatic (physical) or molecular (tissues and cells
dying individually after vital organs have stopped
functioning). The book also describes in detail the
primary modes of dying, namely, syncope, asphyxia,
and coma. The book explains the medico-legal
aspects of injuries, pregnancy, legitimacy, rape,
miscarriage, infanticide, and insanity. This book is
intended for medical students, but can also benefit
students in law courses, and practitioners of legal
jurisprudence and of the medical sciences.
A Text-Book of Medical Jurisprudence and
ToxicologyElsevier
Commentary on Medical Jurisprudence & Toxicology, 11th
Edition, Reprint Revised by Dr. T.D. Dogra
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